
Full name:

Licence plate:

LIABILITY WAIVER
SALZBURGRING    5.5.2022

I declare that I am medically fit to drive a motor vehicle and that I will not be under the influence of alcohol or other 
psychoactive substances while driving on the racetrack.

I participate in openpitlane rides organized by corners.cz at my own risk, I am aware of my civil and financial liability for 
damages caused to IGM SALZBURGRING, Automotive Experience s.r.o. (corners.cz) or any third parties. I also take 
responsibility for the actions of all persons who accompany me. In case of minors, the legal representatives of the said 
minor assumes civil and criminal responsibility. During driving, I will act in such a way that there is no damage to property, 
health, environment and I will treat the other participants with consideration.

At the same time, I fully acknowledge that the racetrack is not a public road and therefore it is not covered by third party 
liability insurance (compulsory liability / statutory insurance) or contractual liability insurance (accident insurance). 

Therefore, I participate in the event entirely at my own risk and I will fully compensate for any damage I have caused.
I declare that the vehicle used during these rides is in a technical condition suitable for operation on the race track and is 
safe for me and the surroundings.

I further declare that:

▪ I will unconditionally follow instructions of the event organizer as well as the race track operators.
▪ I take full responsibility for damages caused by mine or rented vehicle to the equipment of the race track owner, such 
as tire barriers, protective fences, barriers, speed meters or other track / paddock devices. I undertake to reimburse the 
event organizer in full for the damage caused (against provided receipt of damages).
▪ In the case accidentally exiting the paved track, I am obliged to remove any dirt or debris from my vehicle and bring it 
back to the track in such a condition that it does not contaminate the track further. I respect that before cleaning the 
vehicle I am forbidden to go back to the race track until the consent of the event organizer.
▪ Entry and exit of the race track is only possible in places determined by the event organizer.
▪ I am obliged to monitor the situation on the race track, especially when overtaking a slower or stationary vehicle. I 
respect that overtaking is possible only from the left.
▪ In the event of a crash of my vehicle on the race track, I am obliged to leave the vehicle immediately, retreat by the 
shortest route as far away from the race track as possible (behind barriers), call the organizer and wait for instructions.
▪ In the event of a breakdown of my vehicle, I am obliged to park the vehicle as far away from the race track as possible 
so that it does not obstruct the passage of other vehicles and wait for the instructions of the event organizer.
▪ Driving on the race track is only allowed in the direction determined by the event organizer.
▪ By signing this Waiver, I give my consent to the event organizer, corners.cz, with the processing of personal data. I am 
also aware that during the event the organizer can make (audio) visual recordings and if I do not inform the organizer in 
writing before the event (info@corners.cz), I give the organizer permission to use the acquired materials for marketing 
purposes and sharing on social networks.

Signature:

Mobile:

Address:

Driver's license:

Car model:

In case of my injury, I state the following contact person:

Name and contact:




